Assessment of workplace diesel exhaust exposure and health effects
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Abstract— Diesel exhaust can pose a significant health risk on exposure populations and workplace can be a significant source of exposure to diesel exhaust. Because of its complex compositions and the delay of advanced technology in exposure assessment, diesel exhaust exposure assessment at workplace in relation to its health effects is understudied. More efforts are needed to clarify exposure levels that may result in adverse health effects, in particular, chronic health effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diesel exhaust has been classified as ‘probably carcinogenic to humans’ [1-2], and has been associated with respiratory, allergic, cardiovascular and reproductive effects in both animal and human studies [3]. The potential effects of ambient diesel exhaust exposure is of great interest, especially as the use of diesel engine technology continues to grow across the world, with the recognition that diesel engine technology can reduce greenhouse gas emissions, compared to other fuels [4]. The acute and chronic effects of diesel exhaust exposure in Australian working populations remains relatively under studied.

Hazardous levels of diesel exhaust can be found in occupations ranging from mining to driving diesel-fuelled trucks or forklifts [5]. Durability and fuel efficiency have lead to an increase in the use of diesel engines. On road engines, mainly vehicles, and non road engines, including locomotives, marine vessels, and heavy duty equipment represent significant sources of occupational exposure to diesel exhausts. The longevity of diesel engines is an important factor to understand including past, current and projected exposures to diesel exhaust as older engines are subject to less stringent regulations and may remain in use for several decades after their manufacture [4].

Exposure to diesel exhaust has been associated with premature death from heart and/or lung disease in American studies [6] while in Australia, the dieses burden of workers exposed to diesel exhaust is relatively under studied. Majority published epidemiological studies used job classification as exposure surrogates. An understanding of the exposure levels and related disease burdens in workers exposed to diesel exhaust will assist in early identification of chronic health conditions and in developing appropriate workplace risk control measures.

II. DIESEL EXHAUST

Diesel exhaust is a complex mixture of up to hundreds of gaseous and particulate components formed from the complete and incomplete combustion of organic compounds. Gaseous components include carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen, water vapour, carbon monoxide, nitrogen compounds, sulfur compounds and low molecular weight hydrocarbons [7]. Toxic gaseous components include the aldehydes, benzene, butadiene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and nitro-PAHs. Diesel exhausts vary significantly in chemical composition and particle size between different engine types (heavy duty vs. light duty), engine operating conditions (idle, accelerate, decelerate) and fuel formulations (high/low sulfur fuels) [8]. Although advances in technology have seen a reduction in the amounts of toxic emissions, toxicologically relevant components (PAH, nitro PAH) persist [3].

After emission, diesel exhaust undergoes dilution, chemical and physical transformations, dispersion and transport into the atmosphere [9-10]. Once in the ambient environment, diesel exhaust undergoes ageing, atmospheric transformation processes, affecting the organics present and altering particle size. The health effects of these transformations are unclear as some processes produce less toxic forms, whereas others can increase toxicity. Diesel exhaust reacts with sunlight, hydroxyl radicals, ozone, hydroperoxyl radicals, nitrate radicals and nitrous acid and sulfuric acid species; the majority of constituents undergo oxidation; these are dependent on time of day and meteorological conditions [10-11]. The atmospheric lifetime of some compounds ranges from hours to days.

Diesel particulate matter (DPM) is directly emitted from diesel engines, as primary particulate matter, and can be formed from the gaseous compounds emitted by diesel engines, as secondary particulate matter [7]. Particulate matter (PM) is usually subdivided into PM10 (inhaleable particles), PM2.5 (fine particles) and PM0.1 (ultra fine particles). The PM size generally represents different
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sources and display different physical and chemical properties, but the properties associated with toxicity are incompletely understood. The four main characteristics of DPM include a high proportion of elemental carbon; a large surface area associated with carbonaceous particles in the 0.2μm size range; polycyclic organic compounds adsorbed to particles; and 50-90% of the number of particles are ultrafine (<1μm), with a mode of 20nm [12]. Particles are of particular concern as smaller particles have large surface area to which toxic components can be adsorbed. It has been suggested that new technology is associated with high proportion of nanoparticles [13].

III. EXPOSURE TO DIESEL EXHAUST

A recent review by Pronk et al. [5] reported literature on occupational uses of diesel engines and subsequent personal exposure to diesel exhausts. Over 10,000 assessments of elemental carbon, particulate matter, carbon monoxide and nitric oxides measurements were included; with 32% on road exposures; 68% off road exposures (including 30% mining and 15% rail). Elemental carbon (EC) levels were most consistently reported in each study, and hence used for comparison between occupations.

Highest exposure levels were observed for enclosed underground work sites in which heavy equipment is used (including mining, mine maintenance, construction) 27-658ug/m³ of EC. Intermediate exposure levels were observed in above ground semi enclosed areas in which smaller equipment was used (mechanics in workshop, workers on ferries) <50ug/m³ EC. Lowest levels were observed in roles where workers are in enclosed areas separated from the source (drivers, train crew) <25ug/m³ EC. The main determinants of exposure levels for enclosed situations were ventilation and exhaust after treatment devices [5].

Although this review brings together a wealth of information regarding exposure levels it is difficult to apply these levels to other situations, as no single constituent of diesel exhaust is considered a unique marker of exposure. Furthermore, assessing occupational exposures in epidemiological studies in general population is difficult. For chronic diseases, such as cancer, the relevant exposure periods are usually from decades ago, and relevant exposure measurements are not available. Exposures can also vary widely depending on individual work environments. The composition of diesel exhausts varies with engine technology, fuel type, operating conditions and emission control systems; all have which have changed over time.

IV. DIESEL EXHAUSTS COMPONENTS OF POSSIBLE BIOLOGICAL IMPACTS

The major components of diesel exhaust, their atmospheric reaction products and biological impacts have been summarized in Table 1 by US EPA [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle phase components</th>
<th>Atmospheric reaction products</th>
<th>Biological impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elemental carbon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Nuclei adsorb organic compounds; size permits transport deep into the lungs (alveoli)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic sulfate and nitrate</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Respiratory tract irritation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocarbons (C14 – C35)</td>
<td>Little information; possibly aldehydes, ketones, and alkyl nitrates</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHs (e.g. pyrene, benzo[a]pyrene)</td>
<td>NitroPAHs and nitroPAH lactones</td>
<td>Larger PAHs are major contributors of carcinogens; nitroPAHs are potent mutagens and carcinogens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NitroPAHs (e.g. nitropyrenes)</td>
<td>Hydroxylated nitro derivatives</td>
<td>Potent mutagens and carcinogens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The components of diesel exhausts that represent a possible health concern are the particles (elemental carbon core), the organic compounds absorbed to the particles, and the organic compounds present in the gas phase [14].

A. Particles

Approximately 80-95% of diesel particulate matter is in the fine particle size range (<2.5μm), with a mean particle diameter of 0.2μm [7]. Particles with an aerodynamic diameter >2.5μm tend to be retained in the upper respiratory tract, whereas those <2.5μm are deposited in all areas, especially in the lower portions of the respiratory tract. Fine and ultra fine particles have a large surface area per gram mass which enables them to adsorb and transport inorganic and organic compounds into the lung. In rats, prolonged exposure to high concentrations of particles results in particle overload, a condition that is defined as overwhelming of macrophage mediated clearance by the deposition of particles at a rate that exceeds clearance capacity; however there is no evidence that this occurs in humans [15-16].

B. Organic compounds

A broad spectrum of organic compounds is adsorbed onto particles. Organic compounds present include alkanes, alkenes, aldehydes, monocyclic aromatic compounds, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [7]. Aldehydes are potential carcinogens; with formaldehyde constituting 65-80% of aldehydes and acetaldehyde and acrolein are the next most abundant [17]. Other potential carcinogens include benzene, butadiene, PAHs and nitro PAHs. A number of gaseous compounds (aldehydes, alkanes, alkenes, NOx and SOx) also induce respiratory tract irritation given sufficient exposure. Trace amounts of dioxins have been measured in heavy duty diesel exhausts [17].

The major components of diesel exhaust, their atmospheric reaction products and biological impacts have been summarized in Table 1 by US EPA [10].
C. "Fresh" versus "aged" diesel exhaust

Newly emitted exhaust is termed "fresh" whereas exhaust that is more than 1 to 2 days old is referred to as "aged" [10]. Ageing can cause a reduction in toxicity, but also can increase in toxicity; hence its exact consequence on health effects is unclear. For example, PAH in fresh exhaust may be nitrated by atmospheric NO₃ to form nitro PAHs, thus adding to toxicity; while PAH can also react with hydroxyl radicals in ambient air, leading to a reduction in the total PAH burden of diesel exhausts [10].

V. HEALTH EFFECTS

Available evidence indicates that there are human health hazards associated with exposure to diesel exhausts. The mechanism for the health effects of diesel exhaust can be considered through two main mechanisms [18]. Particulate matter is taken up by alveolar macrophages, this results in the development of reactive oxygen species and local inflammation. Both have the potential to lead to tumour formation. Prolonged inflammation increases the risk of DNA aberrations and tumour formation. Similarly reactive oxygen species can lead to form DNA adducts and mutations causing tumour formation. Alternatively, organic compounds, mainly in the gas phase, can react directly with cells, giving rise to DNA adducts, with subsequent mutations and tumour formation [19-20]. These two pathways have chiefly been derived from animal and in vitro studies, however definitive human studies are lacking.

The hazards include acute exposure-related symptoms, chronic exposure related noncarcinogenic effects, and lung cancer.

A. Acute Effects

Limited information is available on the health effects of acute exposure to diesel exhausts. However, on the basis of available human and animal evidence, it is concluded that acute exposure to diesel exhausts can cause acute irritation of the eye and throat; neurophysiologic symptoms including lightheadedness and nausea; and respiratory symptoms such as cough and phlegm [21-23]. There is also evidence for an immunologic effect—the exacerbation of allergic responses to known allergens and asthma-like symptoms [24].

Cellular and mechanistic studies provide important information about how various particles and components related to air pollution interact with cells and cellular systems [7]. The studies describe inflammatory responses and provide support for the hypothesis that very small particles (ultrafine particles) are an especially harmful component, but suggest that the more coarse and intermediate-sized particulate matter are also important.

B. Chronic Noncarcinogenic Effects

Information from the available human studies is inadequate for a definitive evaluation of possible non-cancer health effects from chronic exposure to diesel exhausts.
However, on the basis of extensive animal evidence, diesel exhausts pose a chronic respiratory hazard to humans [17]. Chronic-exposure, animal inhalation studies show a spectrum of dose-dependent inflammation and histopathological changes in the lung in several animal species, including rats, mice, hamsters, and monkeys [3, 25-26]. Human studies have demonstrated exacerbations of chronic bronchitis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [17].

C. Carcinogenic Effects

There is considerable evidence demonstrating an association between diesel exhaust exposure and increased lung cancer risk among workers in varied occupations where diesel engines historically have been used [27-28]. Most of the individual studies and all meta-analyses show an increased risk of lung cancer in occupations with exposure to diesel exhausts; however, exact exposure levels were not recorded [27]. Supporting evidence for the mutagenic potential of diesel exhausts has been derived from in vitro and laboratory animal studies [13]. These demonstrated the mutagenic and chromosomal effects of diesel exhausts.

The long term health effects of diesel exhaust exposure are unclear. Although reasonable, no clear cumulative effect has been demonstrated, nor has any possible synergistic effect with other environmental carcinogens (e.g. cigarette smoke) been observed and compared with quantitative exposure data. The lack of exposure assessment in epidemiological studies is a major limitation and future studies should include quantitative exposure indicators such as element carbon.
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